
Scottish Tourism Alliance (STA) - BHA /UK Hospitality update– For meeting June 2018  

Quarter – Mid March – end May 2018  

Since the last board meet in January the STA core team’s primary focus has been delivering 

STM2018, preparing for GDPR and fine tuning our brand membership proposition. In addition to this 

membership acquisition and renewal has continued plus has the evolvement of our website to best 

reflect the industry updates such as Tourism Scotland 2020 annual report , and general tourism 

news and other related activity that we have undertaken or reported on. 

In the 6 weeks leading up to STM and both during and post March much time has also been spent by 

members of the senior STA management and some of the board attending and presenting at various 

meetings and events across the country.  Most recently a presentation on the STA and our priorities 

was made to the Cross- Party Group for tourism chaired by Bruce Crawford MSP see attached slides  

A significant amount of time has also been spent in the recruitment of Caroline Warburton’s 

replacement – Karen Christie who started with the STA on 9th April. Karen’s has settled in well and is 

currently 5 weeks into her in depth induction programme with myself shouldering most of the co-

ordinators duties during this period. A meet of the TLG was held on 22/5 at which presentations 

were made on process and progress towards shaping tourism strategy beyond 2020. The first stage 

having been the completion of the joint Tourism in Numbers economic report. 

Over the period March April May included most of our large stakeholders renew their membership 

along with several Patrons. I am pleased to report that the majority have pledged their continued 

support for the STA and we have gained an additional 14 new members over the same period.   

Private meetings have been held with the Cabinet Secretary for Tourism Fiona Hyslop MSP, Finance 

Minister Derek McKay. Tourism related conversations have taken place with Bruce Crawford, 

Stewart McMillan, Murdo Fraser, Kate Forbes, Mike Russell, Paul Wheelhouse and Secretary of State 

Greg Clark, the latter being at a round table convened by Scottish Chambers of Commerce. In 

addition to this round table others I have attended with an economic and skills focus have been 

hosted by RBS, IOD, SCDI. Meets have also been had with the Transport Scotland head of ferries 

directorate & CEO of HIAL and Transport Scotland’s National Transport strategy head of stakeholder 

engagement.  

The third Scottish Business Task Force meet on which the STA CEO sits also took place at with 

productivity, export, and the industrial strategy being key focus of discussion. 

Two further meetings of other the Food and Drink Tourism Strategy board have been held plus a 

round table workshop jointly convened and led by SF&D & STA – we are now in the final stage 

development of phase 1 of the development of this strategy which will publish for end June.   

The STA remain involved with the Glasgow City Region Tourism Working Group as it continues with 

the shaping of the City Region tourism strategy as we do with North Ayrshire Council and offer 

similar support.  

 

http://scottishtourismalliance.co.uk/page/ts2020update/


New external (out of Scotland) relationships have also been built established most recently with the 

Australian Tourism & Travel Forum (TTF) the STA CEO having been invited to present Scotland’s STA 

& Tourism 2020 story they remain keen to keep in touch as do other key industry from their National 

Parks, Destination NSW, and Tourism Australia  

Links to have been established with Visit Jersey through an introduction by STA Board member David 

Lonsdale and an invitation to a meeting has been extended by their executive for meet mid-June in 

St Helier to share our approach to shaping TS2020 and how we have gone about building industry 

collaboration.   

Media  

The STA research attracted good media interest and there continues to be an invite for us to 

comment on a raft of issues the most frequent being Tourism Tax. We remain aligned with the 

UKH/BHA position on NO to TT and continue to work together on advocating reasons why.  

In addition to the ad hoc PR response the STA Coms team continue to deliver excellent edition of our 

monthly e magazine The Talker the latest June edition version having a focus on costs and the April 

Talker being a summary of our Signature Conference with takeaways.. Ask of the UKH/ BHA 

membership is to please subscribe direct to receive if not yet done so read and share with your 

direct colleagues and industry connections. 

Scottish Tourism Month 2019. (STM2019) 

Following evaluation and feedback from STM2018 we have decided to continue with THE MONTH 

approach which will kick off in the Highlands on 1st March 2019 with an STA led event – the 

Signature conference programme will run in parallel with ScotHot2019 on 14th March and will again 

be held at the SEC. We are working directly with the organisers of ScotHot2019 in shaping their own 

programme and making sure the one we develop compliments and offers added value. With costs to 

attend events being challenged by many we are adopting a different pricing strategy offering highly 

discounted tickets Early Bird Super Saver ticket throughout May June.  

STA AGM & Autumn Conference - October 1st Edinburgh  

Speakers confirmed include Nicola Sturgeon FM, Caroline Bremner Euro Monitor, Will Whitehorn 

past CEO Virgin Galactic and Chair SEC and Kate Nicolls CEO UK Hospitality registration is open now . 

1ST OCTOBER 2018  – STA AGM & AUTUMN CONFERENCE – EICC EDINBURGH   

13 & 14th MARCH 2019 – SCOTHOT & STA SIGNATURE CONFERENCE – SEC GLASGOW  
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